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My mission is to blast your worries out of the water.
By zooming into the truth of your higher self.

‘Coz truth is a beautiful thing.

Or to put it another way…

I ask the cards about the issues you struggle with.

And you get the answers that you need to have a
happy life.
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Cosmic Guidance at Tarot Romance
{After payment, you will be taken to a form to enter the main points of your question
and/or your birth details to be sure of an awesome reading. I will then contact you ASAP!}

90 Days to a knock-your-socks-off Relationship £397 BUY HERE
Monthly Tarot readings via phone/Skype or email & beautiful
pdfs, two separate personal in-depth astrology reports, an in-depth
astrological compatibility report + gorgeous ‘arty’ birth chart.
£67 BUY HERE
Spookily accurate in-depth Tarot Reading predictions, specifically for
you. Presented in a beautiful pdf document.

Email Readings for Love

£45 BUY HERE

Skype Readings for Love & Life
Uncannily awesome, personal Tarot Readings via
Skype, wherever you happen to be in the world.

£75 BUY HERE
Come join me for tea (or something stronger) at my home in
Kensington, London.

Tarot Readings in person

£97 BUY HERE

Emergency Tarot Readings
Within 24 HOURS via phone or Skype.

£67 BUY HERE
Instantly download a beautiful certificate for an in-depth
Tarot Reading via email. To be redeemed within a year.
(The certificate has a link to the in-put form).

Tarot Reading Gift Certificates

£33 BUY HERE
15-20 page in-depth Compatibility Report via email in a beautiful pdf.

Relationship Success

SEE SAMPLE

Easy Peasy Tarot Card Meanings – the ebook
The EASIEST way to learn the Tarot Cards!
Empowering you with Simple cosmic guidance.

£19 BUY HERE
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Client love
Words fail to describe the dedication, time and care that you took to give me a lifechanging Tarot reading, including the additional insight into my question.
This has been an incredible experience having a reading from you. It’s not often you find
a tarot reader who is as caring. I honestly feel mentally stronger after this reading and
the additional feedback you put into it. There was obviously a lot of dedication, heart
and insight that went into this undertaking and you have helped me immensely.
Kyle Trudel. Ontario, Canada.

Alison is so much fun to work with! She was enthusiastic about my question and her
response was timely and incredibly insightful. She nailed my personality, particularly my
tendency to wait until things are perfect before moving forward. For anyone looking for
a fun, engaging experience, I would highly recommend Alison.
Jen Cartter, Texas.

From the minute I connected with Ali I knew I was going to enjoy having a reading with
her. She was fun, positive and answered my question thoroughly, with not only her
knowledge of Tarot but with great intuitive insight, allowing me to clearly see the path
ahead. Not only would I recommend her to other people but I would definitely book a
reading with her in the future.
Maria Deesy, New York.

My reading with Alison was thoughtful, thorough and presented with care and humour.
She gave me plenty of food for thought as well as clarity and practical advice that I
could act on right away. Going right to the heart of my issue, Alison gave me a ton of
information, plus plenty of positive insight to some of the toughest cards. Fun, informative
and empowering!
Elle Vevea, Colorado.

My tarot reading session with Alison was like a light bulb moment, the reading was
completely accurate and offered insight that has enabled me to make a more
conscious decision in moving forwards. Alison is very in tune, works professionally, is
empathetic and works with care to help you through the wisdom of the cards. I
would recommend Alison when you are in need of spiritual intervention.
Margaret Reynolds, London, UK.

Empowering you with Simple cosmic guidance.

